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Global Business Issues of Technology and R&D

Volker L. Reichert & Reid G. Smith

Transforming R&D
into a

Customer-Focused Organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reid Smith made the presentation, which included a panel discussion following the session.Our foci are technology, people, and profits. Much of this talk has to do with people. I talked about the things we are doing in general to focus our R&D on our customers’ needs, plus a reorganization at one of our product centers. Many of the elements of the reorganization came via a bottom-up process from the people themselves. They were:1. Customer at the center of our activities. Market culture.2. Open to the outside.3. World-class competence over the course of a career.4. Simplify process. Concentrate on value.5. R&D as an investment, not a cost. (You can’t just say that. You have to deliver the results and prove it!)Points 1-5 were grouped as shown.Comments:Metiers, expertise centers, skill centers, technology centers. Metiers like families. Metier managers are technology champions. They have a very difficult job.What percentage of the budget do the metier managers have? Other companies have found that over time the products managers re-acquire all of the power and the metier focus withers. I said they sign off on the minutes of various milestone meetings, must be credible in the organization, “have been around in both roles”, etc.From Volker Reichert: We just took the project dollars in our budget and gave them to the project managers according to the resource plan. The fixed cost and process development budgets (technology, test  machines and technical support staff) went to the Metier managers.From Andy Hunt: I have not seen other companies implement metiers as we have.  I have seen many matrix structures, and I think the key difference is that in a matrix structure both functional and product boss are active on the same employee at the same time.  This leads to battles which produce winners and losers (the company is always a loser in such battles!).  In contrast, the metier and the PDT act on the same person, but not on the same time scale.  The metier takes all responsibility for recruitment, training, development and keeping the world-class technology base on a time scale of the length of a career.  The PDT takes the responsibility of people management on the time scale of a project.  Hence my comment that metier managers have 100% of the budget and 0% at the same time.  This seems to make the relationship between PDT and metier one of complementarity: the metier is a servant to the PDTs but at the same time a boss and this format seems to lead to accord rather than discord.  It has to be said though, (as we discussed on the phone) that personality and respect are vital: the PDT leaders should be essentially selfish task-oriented achievers, while the metier manager has to be technically respected and essentially a giver not a taker.
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Schlumberger Introductory Slide
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Key Elements of Schlumberger R&D Methodology
Standard Product Development Process

• ClientLink Initiative

–Activity focus
Identification of client needs, leading to joint projects with clients

• Technology Watch
–New product technologies and processes + R&D leverage

Surveillance: universities, government laboratories, suppliers, customers, and other industries
Communication: Actively across the organization

• Vision & Roadmaps
–Informed long-term view

• Portfolio Analysis
–Optimization of R&D impact

• Concurrent Engineering
–Product development cycle time and cost + Ability to develop complete solutions

Multi-functional product teams
Marketing, Customers, Research, Suppliers, Engineering, Manufacturing, … Cross Product Line


Information Technology
People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary goal of Schlumberger R&D is finding and developing the best technology in the industry to enable our clients to find and produce oil and gas efficiently, safely, and in an environmentally acceptable manner.•	Product Development ProcessCoordinating research and product development efforts that are distributed over several centers and countries. Standard PDP encapsulates best practices. In the late 80’s we focused on software development process improvement. What we learned through working with the Software Engineering Institute has been carried over more generally into all product development.•	Client FocusProactively focusing R&D activity to address the goals and requirements of the end-users. Developing the right products at the right time.•	Technology WatchKeeping abreast of the best technologies and processes under development worldwide by universities, government laboratories, suppliers, clients, and other industries.•	Informed Vision and RoadmapsMaintaining a long-term view across the organization.•	Portfolio AnalysisSelecting, evaluating, and tracking projects to optimize overall R&D impact. Doing the right R&D.•	Concurrent EngineeringReducing product development time and cost; improving the ability to develop complete solutions for clients. Standard PDP, roadmaps, common language among the centers. Distributed, yet integrated team•	Information TechnologyLeveraging networks, world wide web, product data management, and simulation.•	PeopleSpeeding up learning and change processes to enable new forms of working.
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Service
Personnel

Database
WWW Access

Type 1 Need

Best 
Practice
Solution

Type 2 Need

Joint Local 
Solution 
Possible

Type 3 Need

No Solution
Needs R&D

Client

ClientLink Solutions Program

Field
Support Marketing R & D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ClientLink Solutions Program was launched in 1993. A fundamental component is a globally networked knowledge base, used to communicate client needs and existing solutions throughout our organization. Any of our staff, wherever they are located, may enter client needs or solutions. This information is then available to field staff, marketing, research, engineering, and management worldwide.We have found it useful to categorize client needs in three ways. A Type-1 need can be addressed with currently available services and products. In this case, an engineer anywhere in the world enters the need and receives a best-practice solution—perhaps developed by another part of the organization in a different part of the world. A Type-2 need has no readily available solution. In this case, the knowledge base serves to communicate the need to our marketing and technical support groups, who judge that a local solution is possible; that is, the need can be addressed by the field organization working with the client locally to adapt existing technology. The desired result is a customized client solution that will be available worldwide.A Type-3 need cannot be addressed by existing services or products and is beyond the capability of the field organization to solve locally by adaptation of existing technology. These needs provide valuable input to the product development process and focus R&D activity on the problems of most importance to clients, thereby avoiding the costly mistake of developing a product or service that no one wants to buy.Thus a direct consequence of the ClientLink initiative is joint R&D projects with oil companies. Examples have covered such varied domains as kick simulation, clean burners, seismic multiple attenuation, and dipmeter interpretation.
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Concurrent Engineering
and the

Product Development Cycle

Multi-functional product 
development teams reduce 
cycle time and cost

Cycle time reduced by overlapping 
successive developments within a 
product family

Common design platform reduces 
workload for successive product 
developments

Original development cycle
for product family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The multi-functional teams may include research, suppliers, and customers.Moving from concurrent engineering (i.e., engineering-manufacturing) to concurrent research-engineering-manufacturing.
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Integrating Design and Manufacturing Systems

Traditional Engineering Concurrent Engineering

Tokyo

Marketing

Houston

Marketing

Paris

Houston

Tokyo

Paris

Process 
Reengineering

SHERPA

MFGPro

Eng. Man.Research

Eng. Man.Research

Eng. Man.Research

Res. Man.

Des.
Mark.

Purch.

Res. Man.

Des.
Mark.

Purch.

Res. Man.

Des.
Mark.

Purch.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have adopted commercially available packages—SHERPA software for product data management and MFGPro for manufacturing resource planning. These and other packages provide unified management not only of all design and manufacturing data, but also of the process by which design and manufacture takes place. The chief benefit is the discipline and speed with which the software directs the flow of work within the product team.The SHERPA-MFGPro combination ensures an engineering change notification process that cannot be violated; it ensures consistency of data; it tracks how a design evolves, so design changes made at any point in the process are propagated correctly through to the finished product; it encourages standardization and reuse of components; and it creates order out of the frequently chaotic and bewildering array of components and suppliers used in most manufacturing plants—enabling one of our plants to cut its 25,000-item component list by half. As a bonus, the software assists in the task of obtaining ISO quality certification.Another key benefit of implementing such a system is that it forces an organization to look closely at how it works. Because the team must agree on a design and manufacturing process, its members are obliged to review past practices and consider new methods. This crucial opportunity for process reengineering is a key to low-cost innovation.A challenge is to permit the efficiencies gained through worldwide standardization while also retaining the ability to support customization required by local markets. Another challenge is linking the various software packages, not only SHERPA and MFGPro, but also CAD systems, and the management and personnel software systems. Integration requires no small effort, and our strategy for achieving it relies on long-term relationships and partnerships with individual vendors. (Extend to cover IT support for the entire business (BASIS))
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Permanently rethinking work, re-inventing business & jobs
through a distributed matrix organization evolving from

a world class basis of metiers 
The global economy is changing
The work force is changing

Jobs are changing
Are we ready

?

Changing the Work Game

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition:While we have done all these things, they aren’t enough. I will spend the bulk of the rest of this talk describing the effort at one of our product centers to move further to develop a customer-focused organization. I hope to show the importance of both “customer-focused” and “organization” in this effort.
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Simplifying our business process
Opening up to the outside 
Every employee with market culture
Staffing for World Class competence with constrained resources
Clear accounting of site’s contribution to the company

Challenges

"Take more risks and make change an integral part of our strategy"

Projet d'Entreprise 
Schlumberger Riboud Product Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The management team members were asked to come up with ambitions or challenges.  This is the list they came up with* How can we simplify our business processes? How can we build an organization where the essential processes of product development are sheltered from the manoeuvres of a functional hierarchy? How can we remove all barriers that do not contribute a real added value?* How do we open-up to the outside and take part in exchanges and cooperation with other world-class companies, people and organizations who also do not wish to do it all on their own? (Sometimes this means learning how to cooperate and compete at the same time.)* How do we link the development of new products with the needs of the end consumer? How can we instill the motivation of the market place into each employee in order to maximize the contribution made by each one?* How can we reconcile the needs of the company for new skills with people's desires for a career? (Training for the future, so as to not go through a hiring and firing cycle)* How do we assess the contribution of the site and its teams, in a precise and shared language, in order to focus on the best possible projects?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Icons represent the different challenges.Teams were asked to suggest what they could do to achieve the ambitions.Using the Quality Team mechanism, but focused on the ambitions.Four cards: four new processes - the cards represent a new approach (game) and the four critters on the cards were used to symbolize the processes.Ship: opening up to the outside (Santa Maria)Rig, etc.: market culturePeople: world class competenceDiamond: value (ensuring that the site is contributing, PCS; message to outside and inside world that the center is an investment, not a cost, and the returns have to be evaluated. This change in perspective will help to promote the idea that it is not just cost cutting that can generate profits: SRPC can, and must, find new sources of income by entering other market segments.
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Previous Organization

Personnel Finance Information
Technology Marketing HSE & GS Legal & 

Patents

Evaluation
Engineering

Sensor
Physics

Electrical

Mechanical

Acquisition /
Interpretation

Technique
& Quality

Electrical

Mechanical

Quality
Reliability

Products
& Services

Client Services

Testing & 
Production
Engineering

Sensor
Physics

Electrical

Mechanical

Acquisition /
Interpretation

Mechanical 

Materials

Integration

Testing & 
Production

Electrical

Mechanical

Integration

Acquisition /
Interpretation

Downhole sensors

Materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vertical empires, duplicating the skills of the others.Organization chart does not show how the process of development happens - organization focused and process focused
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Projects
or

Products

Functions

Although individuals are managed, compensated and promoted 
vertically through their Functional Organizations, they work 
horizontally on product and project teams.

Classical Matrix Organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what we hadEvery time a product team (going horizontal) encounters a new vertical silo, it needs passports, visas, and good will to pass through and make progress
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Metiers & Product Development Teams

Product 
Development 

Teams

Metiers

     
     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best way of operation now lies in the combination of the advantages of the matrix organization and those of the process-based approach. Known as the distributed matrix or skill portfolio organization, the operation is based on a semi-temporary membership of sets of specialized resources, professions, and on temporary assignments to specific projects. Freedom and responsibility are interlinked here, as are freedom and risk taking. Listening to the customer and the market is mandatory.* The professional worker is the building block of the skill, the link at the heart of the distributed matrix. Nothing is possible without him/her. The objective of this specialist is to refine his/her professional skills and his/her ability to work in a team, thereby justifying his/her employability
* The Profession Manager is the manager of a human resources centre, which is also a cost centre. Constantly monitoring events in the outside world, his/her objective is to develop and strengthen the skills of his/her portfolio of workers, in order to be able to sell, for the duration of the projects, world-class professionals to the Project Managers.* The Project Manager, is dedicated to a single task with well defined deadline and cost schedules. He/she will form a team consisting of all the complementary skills required for the profitable success of his project. He/she must never forget the fact that he/she manages a profit centre. (Previously, the projects were managed by one of the vertical empire managers.) Now, project teams come and go. In the past, they had a tendency to go on forever—natural for any organization, except a project-based organization. The metiers go on for as long as they can demonstrate world class achievement. If they fail, then they go into a different class (e.g., internal with partner, or external partner)The four lines are intended to deal with the four processes
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When formed, Product Development Teams operate independently of the 
Metiers, except for the requirement that they transfer knowledge and learning

Functional or Scientific Centers of Excellence

Product 
Development 

Teams

Metiers

Leader Internal with Partner External with Partner

Knowledge transfer        
       

Distributed Matrix Organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leader: concentrate on the most important core competencies—they are so important for us that we want to be a leader in these metiers all alone.Internal with Partner: we still want to be leaders, but we don’t need to go it alone (e.g., with other sites, or suppliers, or …)—we can contribute and influence our partners by generating some knowledge ourselvesExternal Partner: we contribute nothing—the partner is someone with whom we share expertise in other areas (quid pro quo).We are kind of parasites with component suppliers—we buy few components but have very high standards and specifications—but we are useful parasites in the sense that we may help the suppliers find new marketsThe future of our company will be determined by its ability to capitalize on the potential of all its employees, to foster the development of employees whose profession will be modified or disappear, and to create an appropriate turnover  to allow for the constant arrival of new skills. Every company, even with a constant work-force, needs fresh blood to sustain its creative flow.Faced with an increasingly unpredictable future, every employee must be able to develop his/her skills and adaptability. This will involve fostering and energizing the personal development of each one through the use of an individual action plam, making everyone feel responsible for their own professional development.
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Product 
Development 

Teams

Metiers

Leader Internal with partner External with partner

Resources Grouped by Metier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overprinted icons indicate very desirable resources—cross-trained.A staff member may have the opportunity to go via a project from one metier to another.While in a PDT, the only issue is getting the product out the door. During this period, a staff member is protected from the outside world. Promotion, technology watch, cross-training, transfer, etc. is done at the end of a project, when the staff member is back in the metier.The metier manager is responsible for career development. Project manager rates an individual based on his contribution to a project. Now the individual gets two appraisals.----- from previous pageAn individual action plan can take on a number of forms, according to the aspirations of the employee and the needs of the company. This could involve, for instance:- Professional development within the same skill area;- Retraining for a different skill;- Qualifying training:- an opening to the outside (secondment or transfer);- Professional re-orientation (company creation, spreading, etc.).The notion of the individual action plan is based on the principle of voluntary action. However, in the context of planned human resources management, those employees whose actual skills do not correspond with the future needs of the company will naturally be given the priority in the preparation of their action plans.
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Product 
Development 

Teams

Metiers

Leader Internal with partner External with partner

Resources distributed into PDTs
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Metier Skills

       
       

Product 
Development 

Teams

Metiers

Leader Internal with partner External with partner

Technological + Functional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technological:Functional: Personnel, Finance, Patents, etc. are also metiers. Manage in a similar way. They too must demonstrate value to the organization. Else, we suggest to the parent company that they take them back and make them shared resources, etc.
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The Different Roles

Metier
• Cost Center
• Demonstration of "World Class"
• Development of People
• "The Coaches and the Warriors"

sell their expertise and add value

Product Development Team
• Profit Center
• Get products out the door into customers’ hands
• Market Relevance
• "The Heroes" …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kingdoms have valuable people all over the place, but often the only person who is recognized is the hero—who searches for treasure. But these heroes are helped by wise men, etc. The metier people are helpers to the heroes in search of treasure.In this organization, everyone has the experience of being both a helper and a hero.Hence we don’t always ask the same people to take risk—and even people in support functions are asked to take risk from time to time.
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Contribution and Reward

Metier
• Contribution: Expertise
• Reward: Personal Development

Product Development Team
• Contribution: Commitment to success of product & team
• Reward: Bonus + Recognition

… for the same individual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we speed up the experience feedback cycle for the individual. This leads to more dynamic motivation.
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Personnel Finance Information
Technology Marketing HSE & GS Legal & 

Patents
Process & 

Service Quality

Distributed Matrix Organization

Sensor
Physics

Chemical

Acquisition / 
Interpretation

Logistics

Integration

PDT N

PDT …

PDT …

PDT 1
Logistics Physics Integration

Electrical

Acq. / Int.

Mechanical
Chemical

Electrical

Mechanical

Metiers
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A New Deal to Change the Game
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Revenue

New Technology

Heavy-DutyBreakthrough

Lightweight Mature

Declension

Platform

Innovation

Speed Economy

Capitalization

Drivers

The 4 New Processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* The Breakthrough teams  will invent and validate the products of tomorrow. They will be driven by innovation and their emblem will be the swordfish. They will be allocated 30% of resources and with at least two active teams a year, they will have the task of generating on the ground earnings of 50 to 100 million dollars.* The Heavy-Duty teams will be responsible for capitalizing on the new products and our knowledge base to forge the development platforms. Their fundamental concern will be learning and their emblem will be the bull. Their mission, for each operation, will be to reduce the tool stock by 20% and to cut maintenance costs by 50%.* The Lightweight (Declension) teams will make these platforms available as products meeting the needs of customers. Their motivation will be speed and their symbol will be the fox. Their task will be to (customize) personalize 30% of our production, generating 25% of product variations for our customers. Same product can be applied by a different type of customer, a logging tool built for a petrophysicist, with a small declension, could be used by a driller* The Mature (Backup) teams will produce, in cost-effective lots, the developed tools and the spare parts required. Their objective will be economy (rigor) and their emblem the beaver. They will strive to reduce cycles to four months and to increase productivity by 20%.  (Reduction in M&S—build equipment that does not fail.)Customer focus is either in breakthrough or lighweight. Platform and mature are done for our own benefit. Customer focus is not that important. Being customer-focused is fantastic, but meeing your profit expectations is your own responsibility.
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Modulated Product Development Guidelines

Marketing
Feasibility

Design
Industrialization

Integration

Breakthrough Heavy-Duty

Lightweight

IntegrationMarketing
Feasibility

Design
Industrialization

Mature

IntegrationMarketing
Feasibility

Design
Industrialization

IntegrationMarketing
Feasibility

Design
Industrialization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
White space is effort saved by using specialized product development process.
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Breakthrough Heavy-Duty Lightweight Mature

The Product Development Team controls its strategy within 
a strong code of modulated standards

Modulated Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like a chess board. When you play a certain role, you have certain constraints (like a queen or a bishop). But within those rules, the PDT manager has freedom of action.
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Transition Paths Along Life Cycle
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Simplifying our business process
Opening up to the outside 
Every employee with market culture

• PCS sessions for all projects. Encourage customer participation
• Every lightweight team with a customer sponsor
• Formal Customer Advisory Board
• Temporary ad hoc assignments of customers to SLB & vice versa to 

encourage “empathic design” concept
Staffing for World Class competence with constrained resources
Clear accounting of site’s contribution to the company

Challenges

"Take more risks and make change an integral part of our strategy"

Projet d'Entreprise 
Schlumberger Riboud Product Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Empathic design: the user designs his own product. This is an ideal, but cannot be achieved. We try to set up situations where we can learn to develop the empathy of the real user, while still being a developer.To help us get there quicker, to ensure we make the right decisions, large or small, strategic or tactical, to foresee the consequences and ensure the follow-up, we must have a shared language common to all the development teams, on the ground, customers, etc. A rigorous methodology for the assessment and optimizing of the various options in order to maximize the creation of value in general.For this purpose we are introducing a software package, known as PCS (Product Characterization System), that will form the starting point for the assessment of all projects. It will allow, for each project, an assessment of the position in relation to the competition and the patents already registered, the realization period and, an extremely objective evaluation of the likelihood of its technical and commercial success.A data base that will contain all these parameters and correlate them with the performance of existing products will be made available to help teams make their decisions.
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Transforming R&D into a Customer-Focused Organization

Standard Product Development Process
 Adaptations to improve focus and profitability

Breakthrough, Lightweight, Heavy-Duty, Mature
• ClientLink Initiative

 Empathic design
• Technology Watch

– Still much to do
• Vision & Roadmaps
• Portfolio Analysis

– Ensure R&D is an investment, not a cost
• Concurrent Engineering

– Cover the entire R&D organization: research, engineering, manufacturing, …

Information Technology

People
 Team-based empowerment
 Metiers for world-class competence
 Career building to continuously re-invent employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize,First, we believe that continued investment in R&D is key to producing the technical innovation required to meet the needs of our clients while generating competitive differentiation for Schlumberger.However, in today’s low-price-per-barrel world, we have felt it necessary to redesign our approach to R&D—to look closely at possibilities for improving all aspects of product development.While we are still at an early stage, results to date include reductions in product development time and cost, improvements in product reliability, and most important, products and services better matched to meeting the goals of our clients.I cannot overemphasize the importance of developing new forms of working together. This encompasses new relationships with our clients—as evidenced by joint R&D projects, as well as new relationships with suppliers—as evidenced by substantial outsourcing of manufacturing activity.Developing new forms of working together also encompasses new relationships across our own organization. Examples include the multi-functional product teams—as dictated by concurrent engineering, as well as the “virtual teams” that have begun to appear—with members in different parts of the organization, and in different parts of the world, connected by IT-based tools.
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Transforming R&D into a Customer-Focused Organization

Standard Product Development Process
 Adaptations to improve focus and profitability

Breakthrough, Lightweight, Heavy-Duty, Mature
• ClientLink Initiative

 Empathic design
• Technology Watch

– Still much to do
• Vision & Roadmaps
• Portfolio Analysis

– Ensure R&D is an investment, not a cost
• Concurrent Engineering

– Cover the entire R&D organization: research, engineering, 
manufacturing, …

Information Technology
People
 Team-based empowerment
 Metiers for world-class competence
 Career building to continuously re-invent employees

What’s Next?
• Virtual R&D, Sunshine Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have described a snapshot of where we are today. Clearly, this is Work-In-Progress. We are in a period of dramatic change and several obstacles remain to be overcome. Some involve Information Technology, for example, the immaturity of today’s IT-based coordination tools. But I expect that the normal course of technical innovation will rapidly break down such obstacles.More challenging, however, are the obstacles which are not technology-related—in particular, those involving organizational learning and culture change. In many ways, the challenges of learning how to work together to redesign R&D are analogous to those facing us in the evolving world of integrated services and alliances.The stakes are high: Future success depends upon our ability to speed up these learning and change processes—to rapidly develop, disseminate, and apply the new ideas in all aspects of the business.Next: Virtual R&D: distributed geographical centers with focused expertise yet integrated managementIf we can do that, perhaps we can move on to "sunshine engineering" to cut cycle times further (factor of 3) by organizing into worldwide distributed metiers and virtual global teams. To be successful, we need to develop and learn syncronous and asyncronous IT tools, including their cognitive implications.Note: If you set sunshine engineering as your goal (vision), along the way you will solve the problem of subcontracting in distant parts of the world (e.g., software in India, Beijing!?) because you will have to learn the art of crisp, clear communication in information-rich environments.
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PDT

PDT

Personnel Finance Information
Technology Marketing HSE & GS Legal & 

Patents
Process & 

Service Quality

Sensor
Physics Chemical Acquisition / 

Interpretation
IntegrationMechanicalElectrical

Structure

Products Products Products

Logistics

Metiers

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

PDT

SRPC 
President

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The metier managers managing PDT’s reflects an interim step. We couldn’t stop the ongoing work and sometimes it makes sense to have a person who will ultimately be the metier manager manage an ongoing project to completion.This is the real world—how to change the organization while continuing to make products.
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Leader
Internal with partner External

Definition Three year milestones
to World Class

Personnel Human resources development Implementation of personal project

Reaching World Class within 3 years

Function

Finance Accounting & Business Control • Activity Based Accounting
• Transfer Cost Accounting

Information
Technology

Set-up of networked computer 
resources & applications

• Stimulation
• Transforming IT into strategic tool

Marketing Validation of product development
• Product Watch
• 3rd & 4th generation R&D
• Methodology to validate projects

Process &
Service Quality

Adaptive process guidelines
• Process improvement
• Quality Assurance for products 

& service

HSE & GS

• HSE integrated into Development 
Guidelines

• Tangible business opportunities 
for HSE

Manage materials logistics flow • Worldwide procurement strategy
• State of the art distribution network

Legal &
Patents

• Protection of SLB technology
• Patent watch / contracts

Pro-active patent & contract 
process shared within SLB

Logistics

• HSE permeating site life and 
integrated in tools from design 
to process

• Borderless safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t identify any that would be done totally on the outside. This shows the difficulty of having the courage to do that.4 th generation is only the concept of another book , which has not been outlined or written yet. I seem to remember that the idea came in a dinner discussion with Kamal Saad and the guest speakers (incl. Prahalad) of a prevous MCE session and I volunteered to participate/co-author. The idea is. that once 3rd generation is implemented, it would make sense that the next step is to formalize the sharing of research results between companies (even competitors .. i.e. in the case of "setting of standards" a la Phillips and Sony ) in form of strategic,temporary alliances. It also would cover the approach to maximizing the benefit of government (EEC) funded projects by some sort of strategic portfolio management and generaly the cooperation of the research and product development fraternity across industries to achieve faster cycle times and less wasted money (wheel invention) WITHOUT losing competitive advantage.Another aspect to this 4th generation ( not dicussed with the gang yet ) would be the formalization of temporary, virtual teams across industries and companies.Concepts, such as "parasit-util" come from this thinking. Today, we talk about these things, some people try with often frustrating results, but there is not a methodology and hence no torque in the system yet. ( This, I believe, is because in our dynosauric way of relating everything to money only, we can not see the benefits and methods of bartering intellectual property yet.)
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Leader
Internal with partner

External

Definition Three year milestones to 
World Class 

Sensor Physics
Understanding measurement 

physics and its implementation 
in products

• Risk assessment
• Research integration

Electrical
Design and packaging of high 

resolution & high temperature 
electronics

Make available new low cost 
processes

Mechanical
Design & qualification of sensors 

sub-assemblies for hostile 
environment

Mastering & implementing new 
low-cost mechanical processes

Acquisition / 
Interpretation

Real-time acquisition & data 
evaluation Global inversion in 4 dimensions

Integration Organization of internal & external 
resources for product integration Global subcontracting strategy

Reaching World Class within 3 years

Metier
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Quantum Performance Improvement 1997 Expectations

Breakthrough team
Innovation

Heavy-Duty team
Capitalization

Lightweight team
Speed

Mature Product
Economy

• New product for 
benchmarking

• New platform 
development

• Platform declension

• Batch production

• 30% of resources
• average 2 / year
• proven ROI

• Tool types reduction
• Maintenance cost 

reduction

• Cycle reduced to 4 
months

• Team contribution 
acknowledged by the 
Field

• 50 to 100 M$ new 
product revenues

• Reduce Field Capex by 20%
• % of M&S / job divided by 2

• Customization: 30% of 
output

• Specific products 
generate 25% new 
customers

• Productivity gain: 20% (12M$)

Challenge 1: Simplifying our business process
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• Culture of effectiveness driving simplified business processes
• Adapting to change by mobilizing the appropriate distributed 

matrix organization of proper development teams
• Four types of transversal product teams with resources 

mobilized from World Class metiers
• Teams focusing on a single mission with full control of strategy 

within a strong code of modulated standards
• Quantum performance improvements

Challenge 1: Simplifying our business process

Expectations
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• Mobility
• Labor Efficiency
Better technology
Better process
Better educated workers

• Information Power
Decisions can be made faster, by those closest to the customer

• Empowerment
Team-based systems give employees more satisfaction

• Career Building
Employees, like business, must be continuously re-invented

• Teamwork
Taking new steps toward breaking up hierarchical business cultures

The New World of Work
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Expectations

• Business process simplification
• Clear and specific targets / responsibilities
• Focused, modulated action teams
• Full freedom within standards
• Transversal (faster, shorter communication)
• Faster decision making

• Dynamic personnel development
• Development oriented organization
• Better placement of people & room for mobility
• Graduated management opportunities and training
• Programmed competence enhancement
(World Class metiers) 

• Customer-oriented business
Market-driven products
Fast response to market changes
Flexible answers to market demand

• Optimization
Competence & manpower adapted to tasks
Better usage and integration of technology
Time to market
Low cost innovation

Prerequisites
• Culture of effectiveness (Contributing knowledge workers)
• Dynamic equilibrium between PDT and Metiers
• Balancing expectations and realities
• Problem solving rather than win-lose behavior

Making Knowledge Productive
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EXTERNAL
• Present our approach to outsiders (i.e., MIT, MCE)
• Formalize the interfaces between internal R&D groups
• Prepare the first benchmarks

INTERNAL
• Validate the 4 processes
• All projects to follow the defined processes
• Train all managers on "effectiveness"
• Address any urgent people issues
• Validate required competence matrix & define needs for next three years
• Launch a partnership on new mechanical solutions

Expectations for July 1996
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Les règles du jeu
Les acteurs

• VR :
– Clarifier la vision
– Animer l'équipe de Direction
– "Orienter la pilote"

• L'équipe de direction :
– Assurer la cohérence vision-ambition-opérationnel
– Mettre en charge les responsables de cible

• Les leaders d'ambition
– Rechercher toutes les informations internes et externes qui permettent de donner 

un sens et une pertinence à l'ambition vis à vis de l'environnement
• Les responsables de cibles :

– Organiser les moyens et le pilotage pour assurer que la cible est atteinte et que 
"des marches se franchissent"

• Le "pouvoir" des leaders et des responsables de cible
– Leur droit : intervenir dans toute l'entreprise pour faire avancer leur cible ou leur 

ambition
– Leur devoir : convaincre et intéresser les personnes qu'ils sollicitent et ne pas 

user de pouvoir hiérarchique
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Le rythme - équipe de Direction
• Mensuel

– Suivi du Challenge et de la communication
• Trimestriel

– Réajustement des ambitions
• Semestriel

– Validation de la cohérence vision-ambitions-opérationnel et 
environnement

Les règles du jeu
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Blueprint for the Future

In an unpredictable and rapidly changing world our future 
will be determined by our ability to transform knowledge 
and creativity into new business opportunities. 

Euan Baird - April 1994

What really matters is that every employee understands the 
whole basic master plan of the company and can use it, 
knowing his role in the organization, to make the right 
decisions in his own environment.

The employee becomes a knowledge worker whose work is 
defined by results rather than quantity. What is important 
is not only to do things right but to do the right things.
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